Graffiti Removal Supplies are now available in the FCOMBS Warehouse

Please follow the new procedures for obtaining these products

- Create a standard “Operations Requisition for Facility Supplies”, indicating FCOMBS (Graffiti Supplies) in the “Select Account” box.
- Submit a supply requisition to your area supervisor for approval. Once approved, your order will be forward to FCOMBS warehouse for processing.
- FCOMBS will process, fill the order, and have it delivered via the current Enterprise Management Warehouse delivery method and schedule.

Supplies available for Graffiti removal

- PC1000.11 PAINT, SPRAY PRIMER: ODERLESS: 13 OZ CAN
- PC1000.12 PAINT: GRAFFITI GREY IN 5 GALLON BUCKET
- PC1000.13 PECAN TAN SEMI GLOSS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR OIL
- PC2000.23 ROLLER FRAME 6” FOR WINI COVERS
- PC2000.17 ROLLER COVER 50/50 PLASTIC CARBON CORE 9”-1 ¾ NAP
- PC2000.18 ROLLER COVER WINI’S (CIGAR ROLLER) 6”- 3/8 NAP
- PC2000.19 ROLLER COVER WINI’S (CIGAR ROLLER) 6”- 1/4 NAP
- PC2000.21 HANDLE FOR PAINT ROLLER, HEAVY DUTY. 9”
- PC2000.22 ROLLER COVER WINI’S (CIGAR ROLLER) 6”- ¾ NAP
- PC2000.30 ROLLER SCREEN, Matal FOR 5 GALLON BUCKETS
- PC6000.01 TAPE, MASKING; SCOTCH RED LABEL BY 3M 1” BROWN
- PC6000.02 TAPE, MASKING; SCOTCH RED LABEL BY 3M 2” BROWN
- PC7000.01 SANDING SPONGE; MED/FINE ALL IN ONE
- PC1000.30 LAQUER THINNER, ONE GALLON CAN
- PC1000.43 KEROSENE, IN SEALED 5-GAL CANS
- PC2000.02 PAINT BRUSH 2” NYLON STRAIGHT; WOOSTER SOFTIP
- PC2000.03 PAINT BRUSH 3” NYLON STRAIGHT; WOOSTER SOFTIP
- PC2000.12 ROLLER COVER 9”X 1” NAP MOHAIR
- PC2000.16 ROLLER COVER 50/50 PLASTIC CARBON CORE 9”- 3/8”
- PC1000.45 1 QT SPRAY BOTTLE METAL SAFE GRAFFITI REMOVER

NOTE:

These materials are being funded by Risk Management and are not to be used for non-graffiti related tasks.

These supplies/products will no longer be available through the Protective Coatings Shop.